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      27637 Manual check from MC button does not
have invoice detail line filled out.

Update printoverflow flag to allow
printing of invoice details on manual
check stub.

Accounts Payable
AP Invoice Screen

Enhancement

      27328 Update the logic from ECR 27025 that
concatenates the task description with
the Serial and Last Read from the
columns from the grid to make the
Serial and Last Read show up in the
Task Notes box instead of the
description field. Put any default task
notes for a standard task before the
Serial and Last Read.

Change task building logic to insert
serial and last read into notes for Non
New Service tasks.

Task Management
AVR Import Task Descriptions

Enhancement

      27726 Add event list logic on Project Control
when user adds a new phase.

Add new event (PHASE-ADD-XX,
where xx is project type code) when
phase is created from project screen.

Project Management
Add Event for Phase Add

Enhancement

      27768 Add rtresource.resid to the cursor of
the job summary report -
jobsummary.frx.

Add Project Manager ResNo Code to
PMRESNO if the project manager is a
resource.

Reporting
Add rtresource.resid to Job
Summary

Enhancement

      27555 Create a method for generating an
alternate print format of the coil tag
where the LF expression is replaced by
the STK UNIT value.  If item has the
'COILLIKE' attribute, puts the stocking
unit from the item into the coil spot for
the linear feet print.

Create custom version of CoilTag
program that swaps out "Linear Feet"
for the items stocking unit when printing
coil tags if the item has the coil like
attribute.

Coil Tracking/Processing
Alternate Coil Tag

Enhancement

      27697 Run a cost average upon disassembly
for items that use straight average cost.

Add logic to recalc avgcost on
disassemble of stock item to make
avgcost * qty on hand = the GL value 
(Old GL value - the disassembled
value).

Item Control (Inventory)
Average Costing Disassembly

Enhancement
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      27782 Create a new tab for the Connection
Information screen called "Meter
History". Since there aren't currently
any tabs on the Connection Information
screen, the current info should be held
on a new "Master" tab. The "Meter
History" tab should have a grid with all
historical information for any
transaction done on the "Asset" tab of
time entry for that address. The grid
should have columns for:

Status (Add, Read, Remove, Update,
NoSerial)
Serial
Serial2
Description
Meter Read
Date
NoSerial Note

Default sort on the grid should be date
desc. There should also be 2 fields
above the grid for Current Read (last
read entered) and Previous Read (last
read before the Current Read).

Add tabs to Connection Info Screen. 
Add meter read history to second tab.
Add Current and Last Reading. Update
Meter Read Field to number type to
allow decimal to align. Add current/prev
meter (current is the most recent
record), prev is most recent that is not
the same). Current read is the most
recent record, prev is second most
recent record. change sort order to date
descending.

Address Book
Conn Info Meter History

Enhancement

      27545 Create a setup option that would allow
multiple counts of the same PackID
during a cycle count, and would total
each count together. With option
enabled, user would see a message
when they attempt to count an item that
has already been counted stating 'Item
has already been counted. Add to
count?' Answering Yes would add the
current count to the previous count.
Answering No would abandon the
current count. This option would be
available on the scanner count prompt
as well as the desktop 

Add new setup option CCOUNTADD,
that will allow the option to add to the
existing count when using prompt 58 on
the terminals. Add logic to pending
count screen to allow addition of
entered count if count already entered,
but not submitted. Add logic to pending
tab to handle cases where the new add
qty is the same as the existing qty, so
the add question will be saved.

Warehouse Managment System
Cycle Count

Enhancement
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count process. This would be useful for
customers who do not use bins, but
have inventory in multiple locations,
like a showroom and a back
warehouse.

      27593 Add an extra column to the Item Master
- History tab to display Ending Qty,
similar to the Coil History screen
Ending Qty column.

Add new EndQty to the History tab, fill
out with ending qty.  Only filled out if the
ending date is >= today, or all is
checked.  Enable with setup option
ICHISTSHOWEND.

For more information, please visit the
wiki entry at:  
http://www.abiscorp.com/adjwiki/How-to
-view-the-Ending-Quantity-in-the-History
-tab-of-Item-Master.ashx?NoRedirect=1

Item Control (Inventory)
Item History Ending Qty

Enhancement

      27806 Reset avgcost and ofh avgcost to zero
on item copy.

Reset avgcost and OHF avgcost to zero
on item copy.

Mail Reader
Item Master - Copy Item

Enhancement

      27332 Top level carton flag not checked when
packing cartons into cartons, which will
allow a top level carton to be packed
into another carton.

Add logic to check for top level carton
when adding inner cartons to outer
carton during prompt 79 processing.

Warehouse Managment System
Load SE  (Prompt 79)

Enhancement

      27727 Add a dropdown to the MBS import
screen to allow users to select a phase,
which will update all lines on the order
to that phase. Add a column to the
MBS match up screen that will allow
user to manually change the phase on
each line (phase will automatically
default to whatever is selected on the
import/process screen).

Add new phase dropdown to allow
selecting phase for new SO/RFQ. Add
Phase as column on Items Grid to allow
each line to be set to a different phase. 
Default all phases to phase selected on
first screen.

MBS Integration
MBS Phase Filter

Enhancement
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      27783 Create a new Meter Change Out
Report that will show the following
information:

Address
District
Current Meter Serial1
Current Meter Serial2
Previous Meter Serial1
Previous Meter Serial2
Previous Meter Last Read
Transaction Date

The report should have a district filter
and a date range filter. It should only
show records for an address where
that address has both a remove and an
add for the same day (representing a
change out).

Create new meter change report. Add
logic to find add entered after remove
when processing records.  This handles
cases with multiple adds and removes
on same day/same address.

Wiki Link:
http://www.abiscorp.com/adjwiki/Meter-
Change-Out-Report.ashx?NoRedirect=
1

Reporting
Meter Change Out Report

Enhancement

      27682 The costs and weights are being wiped
out when tabbing on the mod
processor.

Update Wt% updates to work only
within the original item set.  Wt% is
used to alter the cwqty during slit
processes on transferred down items.
Items  Wt% should stay with original
group  (the sum of the group should be
100%, not the sum of all the transferred
items).

Item Control (Inventory)
Mod Processor

Enhancement

      27585 Increase input masks to handle
999,999,999.99 in upper grid.

Increase input masks in grid on qty and
cwqty to 999,999,999.99.

Order Entry
On Order/Allocated Jump Screens

Enhancement

      27692 Add audit logging to SO updates from
PO Receipt processes.

Add logic to audit the cost update from
the POREC processes

Purchase Orders
PO Link to SO

Enhancement

      27729 Items pushed to timesheet by PO
Receipt do not always have the correct
whse.  These items then cannot be
deleted from the timesheet and
returned to inventory correctly.

Update PO to TS logic to use PO
receipt whse as whse on timesheet line. 
Update logic to fill out Item History
record with whse name, item and Task
Customer.

Procurement
PO Receipt

Enhancement
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      27710 Add import logic to the old PO Receipt
screen. Should function the same way
as the import logic from the New PO
Receipt screen.

Add PO Import logic to Old PO Receipt
screen.

Purchase Orders
PO Receipt Import

Enhancement

      27725 Update the logic originally developed
on ECR 24736 (PWOPRINTIMAGE) so
that any document in the SO Doc Vault
where the file name begins with the
PWO department name will be printed
along with the PWO print  process.
This will allow the feature to work with
files submitted through Inbox Reader
as along as the files start with the
department name.

For example, if the PWO Department is
'TRIM', all of the following Doc Vault
files would print, because the first
characters of the file name match :
TRIM.JPG
TRIMS.JPG
TRIM-CUSTOM.JPG
TRIM_20161231130011.JPG

The following would not match:
CUSTOMTRIM.JPG
TIRM.JPG

Alter image search logic to find files that
start with the dept instead of just being
named the same as the dept.  Include
all matches in report. (JPG/PDF)

Document Imaging
PWO Attached Docs

Enhancement

      27717 Currently the print button on quick buy
prints all items on the quick buy screen,
regardless of what is selected by the
check box. Create a set up option that
will make the printer button print only
the items that are checked.

Add new setup option
(QBCHECKONLY), if selected then only
print the selected items.

Procurement
Quick Buy Print Selected

Enhancement

      27621 During a Quick PO (both day and night
mode) create a way to not 

Use POTYPE.log5 as upload required
flag.  If set, then upload is required 

Purchase Orders
Quick PO Type

Enhancement
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require a doc vault attachment based
on PO type chosen. For example, the
subcontractor type, there is nothing to
take a picture of, so an attached doc
isn't needed.

to process a quick PO.

      27703 Add logging to the LockStatus table.
Disable all of the Gen/Update/Convert
buttons when in edit mode.

Add logging to RFQ and PO/BPO
header lock/unlock logic. Add checks
for edit mode to Gen BPO, Update
BPO, Convert Bid buttons on RFQ
screen.

Quoting
RFQ Screen

Enhancement

      27634 Change Linked PWO and PO checks
to only check lines where qty<>0.

Update pow and po checks to only look
at lines where qty to ship is <> 0.

Logistics (Shipping Events)
SE Load Screen

Enhancement

      27706 Some SO Master records have a large
O as the status, some have a little o as
the
status.  All should be little o's.

Update CreateSO class to use
lowercase o as status on SOMAST
instead of uppercase O.

Order Entry
SO Master Data

Enhancement

      27683 Add invoice type filter.

 

Add invoice status filter to report.Reporting
Sales Tax Report

Enhancement

      27767 Lock and complete from task grid do
not fill out all details. Complete does
not update editdate/user.
Lock does not update lockeduser/date
or edituser/date.

Update Lock and Complete logic to fill
out edituser/date and lockeduser/date.

Task Management
Task Grid

Enhancement

      27766 System has issues pricing overtime
lines where start and stop is in same
hour  (22:00 to 22:30) for example.

Update Overtime processing logic to
handle cases where start and stop time
are in same hour, and both minutes are
less than or equal to  30.

Time and Materials
Task Pricing Logic

Enhancement
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      27586 Add maxlen to task status remarks field
to limit to 200 char input.

Add MaxLen to status remarks field
(200 chars).

Task Management
Task Screen

Enhancement

      27690 Create a new security token that will
allow being able to click OK on the pop
up letting a user know that they have
an overlapping time entry. Change the
default logic to disallow clicking the OK
button. Only users with the new
security token checked should be
allowed to save an overlapping time
entry.

Add new TSCHKOVERLAP2 setup
option.  If set, then user must have
TIMESHEET,S20 to be able to create
an overlapping time entry. 
TSCHKOVERLAP and
TSCHKOVERLAP2 both should not be
set.

Wiki Link:
http://www.abiscorp.com/adjwiki/TSCHE
CKOVERLAP2.ashx?NoRedirect=1

Time and Materials
Time Overlap Stop

Enhancement

      27719 Create new function that will round a
decimal hours value to a whole hours
and minute value. Use on Weekly
timesheet to round total values (week
total of days, and bill code total).

Create new rtimetomin function that
force decimal time to round to minute
value.  Use function on weekly
timesheet to round total of days to
minute value.  Use on sum of billcode
totals to force to minute value. Can be
called from reports, use
rtimetomin(value) to call.  Returns to 5
decmial places, can be rounded if
needed.  round(rtimetomin(value),2) for
example.

Time and Materials
Timesheet Rounding

Enhancement

      27231 Make a change to the AMSADDCOIL
setup option that looks to a rule for a
total adjustment amount to not exceed. 
If the adjustment is greater than the
amount stated in the rule, only adjust
this footage to assign and leave the
remainder unassigned.  Store the total
adjustment amount on the coil so that
when the total adjusted amount hits the
amount specified in the rule, no more
adjustments are made.  Update the
AMS SQL view to remove the coil if 

Max Add Value is stored in new
AMSADDCOIL rule (num1 = ft allowed
to add).  Track amount added in new
extraqty field in itemtrack.  When sum of
extraqty for given lot exceeds the value
in the rule, no more will be added.

Roll Former Integration
Update to AMSADDCOIL

Enhancement
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the onhand is zero and the over usage
is greater than the amount stored in the
rule.

      27694 Make a setup option that when enabled
will print "Lot #" in the top left of the coil
tag instead "Coil #".

Update coil tag label to show Lot #
instead of Coil #

Coil Tracking/Processing
Update to Coil Tags

Enhancement

      27812 Do not allow void of an invoice that was
adjusted, but not paid.

Add logic to disallow voiding an invoice
if paidamt or adjamt has a value filled
out.

Mail Reader
Voiding Adjusted Invoices

Enhancement

      27732 Update the task generation logic from
the WATERAPP screen to pull in the
zone from the District (SoldTo) 
associated with the addresses
selected.

Add logic to pull zone from soldto/shipto
based on status of SOLDTOZONE
setup option, and add to task when
generating.

Task Management
WATERAPP Task Generation

Enhancement

      27611 Extend the zero price SO Type logic to
the Quote Type rule.

Add log4 to RFQ Type rule (Zero Price),
if this RFQ type is used, force list price
and price to zero.  Save line at zero
price.

Quoting
Zero Price Quotes

Enhancement

35Total Number of Changes:
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